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Welcome
The beginning of the year has already flown by, but it’s never too late to say that I hope
you’re well, and to let you know how much we appreciate you taking the time to delve
into the 2022 issue of Your Cambridge. We hope you find it time well spent.
The last few years have been challenging times for us all. As we enter 2022 I am
optimistic that the worst of the pandemic is behind us, but mindful of the very worrying
situation in Ukraine and how that might develop. Reflecting on last year, I am full
of pride and gratitude. For the commitment and compassion of our teams, for the
togetherness and resilience of our members, and for the agility of our Building Society
as a whole.

Want to keep
up to date?
Our social channels are a good way
to keep in touch, hear our latest news
and see how we’re helping to make the
difference. So please click below and
give us a follow, we’d love to keep you
up to date.

@cambridgebs
@yourcambridge

One of the things that’s really come to the fore since those early days of 2020, is the
power of community. Impressive things can happen when like-minded people come
together. As a member-owned mutual, we’ve been benefiting from that spirit for over
170 years. And perhaps that’s one of the reasons why Making The Difference is so
important to us.
Making The Difference is about a meaningful, long-standing commitment to the
people of Cambridge and beyond. From our Community Fund to our Rent to Home
initiative, it involves some very untypical ideas that we’re all incredibly proud of.
The greatest reward is having a positive impact on people’s lives. But it was also rather
lovely to be given the Gold Award for Inspiring Corporate Social Responsibility in the
Inspiring Workplaces Awards.
2021 saw the launch of our Reward Regular Saver products, designed exclusively
for our loyal members. We kitted out our brand new store on the streets of Bury St
Edmunds. We completed a makeover of our Cambridge HQ, with a
much-needed (and much-loved) refurb. Oh, and we even found time to
work on an exciting new TV ad, which should be making its way into
people’s homes and hearts over the coming months.
But the charm of looking back never lasts long. Especially when
there are so many exciting things on the horizon. We’re entering
2022 in a strong and healthy position, and that’s all thanks to
people like you. Thank you for everything.
Yours,
Peter Burrows
Chief Executive Officer
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We want our members to
be raving about their savings.
That’s why we’ve given members something to shout about. We’ve introduced
the Reward Regular Saver, for members of twelve months or more, and the
Extra Reward Regular Saver for those members who have been with us for the
last three years or longer. These accounts allow you to save up to £250 per month,
for a fixed term of one year, at an interest rate that won’t change. It’s our little way of
saying ‘thank you’, because your loyalty means a lot.

Introducing the

What does it mean
to be a member?
You’ve probably noticed by
now that we like to talk about
our members a lot. So, we
thought we’d take a moment to
explain why you, as a member,
are so important to us here at
The Cambridge.
As a building society, unlike banks,
we are owned by our members.
Being a member means that when you
choose to save or take out a mortgage
with us, you’re joining a like-minded
wider community of people who
are working together to help each
other, along with supporting an
independent business that employs
many local people.
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We care a lot about our members
and always appreciate your feedback
– we’re passionate about your voice
being heard as you all help to shape
our future.
Without people like you we wouldn’t
be able to give back to the local
community as much as we do –
whether it’s offering unique initiatives
like Rent to Home to support first
time buyers onto the property ladder,
or working with charities to battle
homelessness in the local area.
Thank you for being a member of
The Cambridge, your support
genuinely means a lot. And in return,
always know that we’ll be here for you.

Reward
Regular
Saver

Minimum
Investment:
£100
Savings Rate: 3%
Gross p.a. / AER%

A little more information:
• Withdrawals are not permitted
• Closure is subject to 90 days’
interest penalty
• Interest is paid on maturity into an
Instant Access Account
• Limited to one account per member
• Both account types can only be
held in a sole name
• Maximum initial investment
£250 and maximum total
investment £3,000
• Products are subject to
availability and may be
withdrawn at short notice

Introducing the

Extra
Reward
Regular
Saver Minimum
Investment:
£100
Savings Rate: 5%
Gross p.a. / AER%
Other products are available and can be
found on our website.
Tax treatment and rate of interest payable
will depend on individual circumstances
and may change in the future.
The Gross rate is the contractual rate
of interest payable before deduction
of income tax at the rate specified by law.
The Annual Equivalent Rate (AER) is a
notional rate which illustrates what the
gross interest rate would be if interest was
paid and added to the account annually.
To apply pop into one of our stores or visit
cambridgebs.co.uk/regularsavings

Making The
Difference won
the Gold Award
for Inspiring CSR
in the Inspiring
Workplaces Awards

More ways we’ve been
Making The Difference.
The Cambridge Building
Society Community Fund

So what exactly is
Making The Difference?
2021 was another impressive year
for Making The Difference. Here are
some of the biggest highlights:

£20,802
invested in initiatives and
donated to charities.

1,035
volunteering hours
donated to charitable
causes in our local area.

£25,363
awarded in grants from The Cambridge
Building Society Community Fund.
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Making The Difference is our way
of actively helping people have
a home, by supporting those
who couldn’t buy without our
help and working with charitable
groups who specialise in shelter
and housing. Since its launch
back in 2018, we’ve created a
number of initiatives as a way
to help deliver this cause, and
one of those initiatives is our
Community Fund.

Our Community Fund is just one
way we’re helping local people with
shelter and housing needs. And we’re
constantly trying to improve and evolve
Making The Difference to help even
more people in our local community.
The Community Fund is managed
by the Cambridgeshire Community
Foundation and is financed by a share
of our dormant savings accounts.
The fund awards grants of up to £10,000
to charities, community groups and
organisations operating within a 15-mile
radius of our branch and store network.
Our grant application programme opens
twice a year.

We launched the charitable fund
in September 2020 with an initial
£500,000. Last year we awarded our
first ever grants to four local charitable
groups and donated an extra £160,000
to the fund.
Additional grants for 2022 have now
been confirmed, with amounts being
awarded to these local charities:
• Wintercomfort received
£10,000 to provide practical and
emotional support to homeless
individuals and help them secure
and maintain a tenancy.
• Hope into Action received £6,800
to help run properties for vulnerable
homeless people, and provide an
Empowerment Worker to support
tenants to live independently.
To find out more about Making The Difference
and the impact it had in 2021 visit
cambridgebs.co.uk/makingthedifference

A fresh new
look for our
Head Office.
Bury St Edmunds is a
“brilliant
town and I am

Bringing The Cambridge
to the people of Bury.
In a time where lots of businesses are
moving over to the ‘digital world’,
we know many of our members
still prefer to talk to us face to face.
And although many of our members
like the convenience of our app,
website and Contact Centre services,
our store network is still a vital part of
The Cambridge.
That’s why, for the first time in more
than fifteen years, we’ve opened a
brand new brick-and-mortar store in
the lovely town of Bury St Edmunds.
We’re proud to become a part of Bury’s
high street in a time when so many
others are closing their branches.
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This exciting new development in
a brand new location is already a
successful addition to our network.
With a vibrant look, the ground floor
boasts an airy, open plan layout with
easily accessible facilities, while the
first floor features a flexible office area.
And while our surroundings are all brand
new, you’ll find Bury’s team of experts
offer a wealth of experience.
As a little ‘thank you’ to the people
of Bury for welcoming us to the area,
we held a celebration event in our new
store and presented Bury Drop In and
Gatehouse, two local charities, with
£1,000 each to mark this special event.

delighted to be the one to
open the doors with this
great new team, who are
all committed to offering
excellent service to this
thriving community.

”

Vaughan Potter, Store Team Leader
To find out more about our
brand new Bury store, head to
cambridgebs.co.uk/bury
Take a look around our
beautiful new store by
watching our video tour.

Check out our store
opening hours.

Drop in and say hello
to the team at 29 Butter
Market, IP33 IDW.

As well as investing in our store
network, we’ve made some
changes at our Head Office –
enabling our team to support
you in the best way possible.
The pandemic prompted a shift
in how we all work, and as we
quickly adapted we realised
that our way of working in an
office environment needed
to change too. We took this
opportunity to reflect on how the
office space is used, updating
it to accommodate a more
flexible working style that also
incorporates the textures and bold
colours from our store network.
Join us at our AGM and take a
look around our new Head Office
for yourself!

Thinking about RIO?
Although you’d be excused for
craving a sunnier climate, we’re not
talking about the sun-drenched
coastal city of Brazil. Because RIO
stands for Retirement Interest
Only... a kind of mortgage that
allows retirees to borrow against
their property, whilst only repaying
the interest. Unlike some other
retirement mortgage options, the
interest isn’t added to the loan.
Each month you make a payment
which covers the interest of your
loan – this is all that will be repayable
each month for the lifetime of your
mortgage. You’ll repay your loan
from The Cambridge in full when a
significant life event takes place like
when the property is sold or if the
home owner passes away.

The last 12 months have been a
unique experience for all of us. Many
older people might have younger
family members that need additional
financial support. Others might have
re-assessed their lives and decided
they deserve to treat themselves to
the retirement of a lifetime.
Whatever your motivations, a RIO
mortgage could be a great way to
release some of the money tied up in
your home. And although it’s exciting
to imagine all the new opportunities
that can come with such a costeffective form of borrowing, our
Retirement Interest Only mortgages
aren’t just about spoiling yourself
or supporting those closest to
you. There are plenty of other
advantages too – from investing in
home improvements to protecting
your hard‑earned savings.

To discover more about our RIO mortgages, read our online guide at
cambridgebs.co.uk/rioguide or give us a call on 0345 601 3344.
YOUR HOME MAY BE REPOSSESSED IF YOU DO NOT
KEEP UP REPAYMENTS ON YOUR MORTGAGE.
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Society Performance
It is now a little over a year since I assumed the chairmanship
of The Cambridge Building Society, which I regard as a great
privilege. The more time goes by, the more appreciative I am
of the opportunity.

John Spence,
Chairman

I was attracted to join The Cambridge Board by the clarity of
purpose, and the quality of vision and plan the Board have
developed and I can truly say nothing I have come across in
ensuing months has fallen short of my hopes and expectations.

The Cambridge is here to enable
people to live in the home of their
choice. That means we need to have
good commercial offers and excellent
mortgage processes. Throughout 2021,
both elements have been evident,
enabling us to achieve £318m in new
mortgage lending. It is a key aspect of
our values that we maintain stability in the
market; this applies across mortgages
and savings, where relative stability is fair
and helps our members and customers
know where they are with their finances.
This performance, along with focused
efforts on retention, led to mortgage book
growth of 4.3%, strong liquidity assets of
£303m and total asset growth of 1.6%.
At the heart of our five-year plan are the
words mutual, independent and thriving.
For me, the key characteristics of a mutual
are that it will put its people, its members
and its community at the very heart of all
it does. During 2021, I have witnessed the
executive team dedicated to meeting the
needs of all our staff, while also ensuring
that the Society itself can continue to
thrive. The fact the Society has operated
so smoothly throughout the year is due
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to their leadership, and to the goodwill
of our people. They know the concern
we have for their health and wellbeing
and repay us through their commitment
and loyalty, alongside their expertise.
The organisation has consistently
demonstrated the values to which
we aspire.
A commitment to customer service levels
is as important to the Board as financial
performance. In a year once again
disrupted by the pandemic the fractional
slippage in some scores is gratifying given
the different circumstances in which team
members and customers alike were living:
• 79% of customers said they were
extremely or very satisfied with the
service they received (81% in 2020)
• 91% of customers said service had
improved or remained the same in 2021
(87% in 2020)
• 93% of customers said The Cambridge
met or exceeded their expectations
(94% in 2020)
• 84% said they would definitely remain a
customer with The Cambridge over the
next 12 months (86% in 2020)

The Cambridge is an increasingly
sophisticated financial services institution,
but we remain rooted in our local
community and committed to making a
difference to those who live and work in
and around Cambridge. We are clear on
our purpose: to find ways to help people
have a home, by supporting people who
couldn’t buy without our help and by
working with groups in our community
that offer services for shelter and housing.
In 2021 we continued to provide a
combination of practical and financial
support to a range of local groups,
charities and organisations, all of which
deliver valuable support to individuals,
particularly vulnerable individuals,
who face home and housing needs.
Of course, independence can only be
assured if we continue to achieve the
financial performance that enables us
to invest in the future, continuously
improving – not only to meet the needs
of the members we have, but to attract
others as well. In 2021, we have been
able to achieve record Profit Before Tax
of £11.9m. As noted on page 8, part of
this increase is due to a number of one‑off

financial market gains that will not repeat
in future years, but nevertheless our
financial performance demonstrated,
underlying improvement. Capital reserves
are now £101m, in excess of £100m for the
first time in the Society’s history.
And finally thriving, to which our
performance in the past 12 months speaks
for itself. The Cambridge is a growing
organisation that is well supported by
its members and many new ones, with
strong financial foundations. All are
indicators of a Society with a bright future
ahead and one that I look forward to
playing a part in.
I would not want any of this to come
across as complacency. Far from it:
your Board recognises that we must
continuously work to be better and that
however well we are doing today, we will
only continue to thrive if we anticipate
and address the challenges of tomorrow.
That is why we have been upgrading
our head office to support a new way of
working, considering how to optimise
our branch network and – par excellence
– understanding how to address the
challenges of climate change.

Performance of The Cambridge
2021 was an exceptional year for
profitability, with Profit Before Tax of
£11.9m (2020: £4.8m). Profit growth was
partly due to an increase in underlying
performance, supported by a prevailing
climate of low interest rates, but was
exaggerated by the Society benefiting
from a number of one-off financial market
movements on its interest rate swap
portfolio that it holds for risk management
purposes. Whilst underlying business
performance improved, this was not at
the expense of a prudent approach to
credit risk and our appetite in this area
remains unchanged. The one-off high
level of profitability for 2021 is of course
welcome, and has enabled the Society to
grow its capital reserves, which now stand
at £101m and place the Society in a strong
position for future investment and growth.
However, the financial market movements
are not recurring items, and the Society
expects profitability in 2022 to be lower
than in 2021 as we revert to a more
modest profitability improvement trend.
Recognising members’ strong desire
to deal with us face-to-face, in 2021 we
invested further in developing our branch
network. In Histon we relocated to new,
purpose-built accommodation just a short
walk up the high street from our previous
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location, and in doing so transitioned to
our new, modernised store format that
continues to attract positive feedback.
And in the second half of 2021 we were
thrilled to announce that The Cambridge
was to extend its geographical footprint
and open a store in Bury St Edmunds,
the first time for over 15 years that the
Society has expanded into a new location.
Our new Bury store formally opened to
the public in January 2022 and many new
members have already been attracted to
join the Society.
More generally, the Society has continued
to invest in its people over 2021 with
over 60 new team members joining the
Society. Our philosophy is that by making
The Cambridge a great place for team
members to work, we allow individuals
to flourish and reach their potential and
in doing so they deliver great service to
our members. In 2021 we refurbished our
central Cambridge headquarters, making
the working environment significantly
more pleasant and productive for team
members and equipping the office to
support the hybrid working model that
we expect to become the ‘new normal’
for modern financial services businesses.

Helping people have a home

Helping members save

March 2021 brought the announcement
of the UK Treasury’s intention to end the
Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) holiday.
The reduction in SDLT came in two
steps, on 30th June and then on 30th
September, creating significant peaks
in demand for mortgages as borrowers
rushed to complete home purchases
within the deadline. Indeed, June
2021 was the Society’s biggest month
of mortgage lending ever, with over
£50m of new loans advanced.

Since the financial crisis of 2008
savers have had to live with
lower levels of return, so much
so that such levels are now the
accepted norm. We acknowledge
the particular challenges that
this creates for those such as
pensioners who rely on their
savings interest, and we take
our commitment to savers very
seriously. As a building society
we are continually balancing the
rates that we offer to our mortgage
and savings members, trying to
strike the right differential. At the
end of the year, in line with an
increasing Bank of England Base
Rate we announced increases to
our savings rates, and there are
signs that this trend will continue
during 2022 bringing a modest
yet welcome increase in returns
for savers.

Over the year we had continued
success in the Shared Ownership
market, expanding our product
range and increasing our distribution
capability. We re-entered the Help to
Buy, Holiday Let and Self-employed
markets having temporarily withdrawn
from them at the start of the pandemic,
and we extended our support to
First Time Buyers by reintroducing our
5% deposit product range.
During the pandemic we have
supported significantly more members
than usual who have experienced
difficulties with meeting their mortgage
payments. We tailored that assistance
as closely as possible to individual
members’ needs, most frequently
through the use of the Government’s
mortgage payment deferral scheme.
It is reassuring to note that by the
end of 2021 almost all borrowers
who deferred their payments under
the scheme had recommenced their
full mortgage payments, and arrears
levels remain low. However, with
uncertain macro‑economic conditions
we are mindful of the challenges for
households that lie ahead, and as a
mutual business we stand ready to
support our members.

For much of 2021, however,
interest rates remained at historic
lows, placing particular pressure
on our savings customers as we
set our rates accordingly. Seeking
where possible to reward our loyal
members, we operate market
leading, members-only regular
savings products which pay
interest of up to 3% per annum on
regular monthly deposits of up to
£250. In 2021 we improved our
offer such that loyal members who
have been with us for three years or
more can qualify for a 5% interest
rate. As expected, this has proved
popular with over 1,700 new
accounts opened to date.

The future
Your Board is acutely aware of the
issues facing all of us at this time.
Recent years have been dominated by
the pandemic, and we have focused on
looking after our people, being there
for our members, and safeguarding
our financial sustainability. The longer
term economic impacts of COVID-19,
combined with the reorientation of the UK
economy post Brexit, mean that the UK’s
macro‑economic outlook is not as clear as
it seemed a few years ago.

Making The Difference to our communities
Our ‘Making The Difference’ programme
acts as the unifying thread of all our
community initiatives and in 2020 we
announced the launch of The Cambridge
Building Society Community Fund.
This is a charitable fund, established
with initial funding from the Society of
£500,000, available for local groups,
charities and organisations who would
benefit from financial support with their
work to tackle home and housing needs.
In 2021 we have made further resources
available to the Fund, taking its assets to
over £660,000 and made grants to four
organisations: Cambridge Cyrenians, CHS
Group, Disability Huntingdonshire and
Wintercomfort. We hope that the fund will
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act as the vehicle for the Society to make
a genuinely significant and life changing
impact on the homes and housing
prospects of many less fortunate people
across our region.
99% of our team members participated
in some kind of community support work
over the year, amounting to in excess of
1,000 hours spent helping various good
causes, most notably in conjunction with
YMCA Trinity Group. We undertake our
community work because it is part of who
we are, but in doing so we also hope that
we can strengthen The Cambridge brand
and contribute to the future commercial
success of the Society.

We believe that this makes the future
for organisations like The Cambridge –
organisations with a community ethos,
with the wellbeing of its people and
customers at its heart, and with a burning
ambition to thrive – even more critical.
We celebrated our 170th birthday during
the pandemic, and we believe that we
have a bright future ahead of us.
The Society has developed flexible plans
that will see the organisation’s managed
growth continue whilst remaining
conscious of the need to maintain capital
replenishing profitability. We will continue
to invest in the Society, particularly in our
digital capability and our store network.
The demand for digital services grows
apace and member feedback is clear that
they value the convenience delivered by
our mobile and online-based services but
equally value the opportunity to talk to
us face-to-face as they make significant
financial decisions.

We are also acutely aware of the threat
of climate change and recognise the role
The Cambridge must take in tackling
this and the responsibility we have to
existing and future members in doing so.
The year ahead will see us doubling
down on our effort: dedicating more
resources to developing and delivering
our response and spending more time as
a Board discussing the threats and risks
this presents.
Much of our success in recent years has
been due to the highly dedicated and
professional people that we employ
across The Cambridge, to whom the
Board offers its heartfelt thanks. This has
been a challenging year for all of us, but
particularly for staff supporting customers
face-to-face and over the telephone,
and for those hidden heroes who have
been working with and among our local
communities on a daily basis.
I wish all members a safe, healthy and
prosperous 2022.

John Spence
Chairman
15th March 2022

Coming to
a screen near
you soon.
Over 170 years of history told in
30 seconds? Challenge accepted.
Our latest TV ad will be entering homes
(and hearts) later this year, giving a
glimpse into some of life’s biggest
moments with our Cambridge characters.
We hope you love it as much as we do!

The Cambridge Building Society
Head Office, 51 Newmarket Road,
Cambridge CB5 8EG
0345 601 3344 thecambridge@cambridgebs.co.uk

